AAA VACATIONS® FOR 2017

A SELECTION OF EXCEPTIONAL VACATIONS

FROM AAA TRAVEL
More Insider Knowledge!
Expert AAA Travel Consultants know all the hidden gems that can transform your vacation from “ordinary” to “extraordinary.”

Get More When You Travel!
Make your travels more rewarding. Enjoy convenient card benefits and earn AAA Dollars® when you use the AAA Dollars MasterCard® on everyday purchases!
Visit AAA.com/CreditCardTravel to learn more & receive an exclusive offer.

More Extras!
Get valuable savings and offers on cruises, tours, rental cars, hotels and theme parks, plus enjoy exclusive perks, upgrades and unique experiences.

Expect Something More with AAA Travel!
EASTERN or WESTERN CARIBBEAN / FREEDOM OF THE SEAS®
8 nights Eastern or 6 nights Western from $1,160
just $194 a night • Departures Jan-Apr & Nov-Dec 2017
Eastern: Sail roundtrip from Ft. Lauderdale with stops at Labadee®, Haiti; San Juan, Puerto Rico; Philipsburg, St. Maarten; and Basseterre, St. Kitts & Nevis.
Western: Sail roundtrip from Ft. Lauderdale with stops at George Town, Grand Cayman; Cozumel, Mexico; and Puerto Costa Maya, Mexico.

EASTERN or WESTERN CARIBBEAN / ALLURE OF THE SEAS®
7 nights from $1,519 • Departures Year-round
Sail roundtrip from Ft. Lauderdale to either Nassau, Bahamas; Charlotte Amalie, St Thomas, and Phillipsburg, St. Maarten (Eastern) or Cozumel, Mexico; Puerto Costa Maya, Mexico; and Nassau, Bahamas (Western) aboard the ship named “Best Cruise Ship” by Travel Weekly readers for a second year in a row.

WESTERN CARIBBEAN / RHAPSODY OF THE SEAS®
7 nights from $1,089 • just $156 a night • Departures Jan-Apr & Oct-Dec 2017
Sail roundtrip from Tampa aboard Royal Caribbean’s Vision-class ship with stops in Roatan, Honduras; Belize City, Mexico; Puerto Costa Maya, Mexico; and Cozumel, Mexico.

For more deals, discounts & vacations, visit AAA.com/Royal

EXCLUSIVE FOR AAA MEMBERS
• Complimentary Spa Treatment per stateroom (select sailings & cabin categories)

AAA VACATIONS® AMENITIES
All ships! All sailings!
• VIP Priority Check-in
• Champagne delivered to your stateroom
• Up to $100 Onboard Credit per stateroom
• Dinner for Two at a Specialty Restaurant

LIMITED-TIME OFFER!
Receive an additional $50 Onboard Credit!
Ask your AAA Travel Consultant for details
UNWIND WITH CONFIDENCE

Crisscross Europe with Trafalgar. Make lifelong new friends and memories along effortless adventures in new places. It’s time to make your travel dream happen. Set out exploring! You’ll love the journey.

SPANISH WONDER
9 days from $1,598 (price includes EPD) • just $178 a day
Departures thru Apr 2018
Set your watch to a fiery Flamenco beat as you dance through the heart of Spain from Madrid to Andalusia, famed for its Sierra Nevada and sun-kissed beaches of the Costa del Sol. Visit the ornate Alhambra Palace in Granada, Valencia’s 19th century Bullring and Gaudi’s La Sagrada Familia.

BEST OF ITALY
13 days from $2,925 (price includes EPD) • Departures thru Apr 2018
Add a dash of “issimo” to your love affair with Italy as you explore its captivating landscapes, culture and mouth-watering flavors. Your Italian discovery is made ever more delectable amidst the lemon scents of Sorrento, Renaissance romance in Florence and imposing Rome.

EUROPEAN TRAVELER
10 days from $2,183 (price includes EPD) • Departures thru Apr 2018
Explore the tradition and elegance of Europe’s most romantic capital cities. Enjoy radiant Paris and the Renaissance romance of Florence, dramatic Alpine landscapes and the Eternal City of Rome, where you’ll toss a coin in the Trevi Fountain.

EXCLUSIVE FOR AAA MEMBERS

• Save 10% with Early Payment Discount when you pay in full by 1/12/17
• $80 per person Optional Excursion Voucher

SPANISH WONDER
12 meals:
8 breakfasts & 4 dinners

BEST OF ITALY
19 meals:
12 breakfasts & 7 dinners

EUROPEAN TRAVELER
12 meals:
9 breakfasts & 3 dinners
Your vacation with Celebrity Cruises will change how you see the world. Seven stunning continents, 12 breathtaking ships.

MODERN LUXURY LIVES HERE.

SCANDINAVIA & RUSSIA | CELEBRITY SILHOUETTE®
12 nights from $2,349 • just $196 a night
Departures May-Aug 2017
Sail roundtrip from eclectic Amsterdam on your way to exploring some of Northern Europe’s richest cultural, artistic and historic treasures, including Warnemunde, Germany; Tallinn, Estonia; St. Petersburg; Helsinki; Stockholm; and Copenhagen.

MODERN LUXURY CARIBBEAN | CELEBRITY EQUINOX®
7 nights from $1,449 • Departures Jun-Aug 2017
For the ultimate fun-in-the-sun cruise vacation, sail roundtrip from Miami to the Western Caribbean visiting Key West, Costa Maya, Cozumel and Grand Cayman, or go Eastern Caribbean to San Juan, St. Thomas and St. Maarten. Spend relaxing days at sea doing as little or as much as you like.

ALASKA & TRACY ARM FJORD: ROUNDTrip SEATTLE
CELEBRITY SOLSTICE®
7 nights from $1,499 • Departures May-Sep 2017
For the ultimate Alaska experience, sail roundtrip from Seattle to Ketchikan and witness the splendor of Tracy Arm Fjord. Visit Juneau, Skagway and cruise the Inside Passage, plus explore Victoria, British Columbia.

AAA VACATIONS® AMENITIES
Every ship, every sailing (combinable with Go Big, Go Better, Go Best! Perks)
- VIP Priority Check-In
- $25 Onboard Credit per stateroom (4-5 nights)
- $50 Onboard Credit per stateroom (6-9 nights)
- $100 Onboard Credit per stateroom (10 plus nights)

GO BIG, BETTER OR BEST PERKS (passengers 1&2)
Go Big: 1 included Perk
Go Better: Choice of 2 Perks
Go Best: 4 included Perks Plus, Premium Beverage Package upgrade

Perks:
• Classic Beverage Package
• Unlimited Internet • Prepaid Tips
• $300 Onboard Credit (Passengers 3&4 each receive a non-alcoholic Classic Beverage Package Plus, 40-minute Internet Package)

800-289-9915
AAA.com/TravelAgent
Visit your AAA Travel branch
DELIVERING THE EXPERIENCES OF A LIFETIME®

Luxury Gold puts you in the heart of your destination with cultural highlights at your doorstep.

LUXURY GOLD®

CLASSIC SOUTH AMERICA
11 days from $5,875  Departures May 2-Dec 5, 2017
Explore South America, a vast continent rich in natural wonders, historic cities, imposing monuments and cultural complexity. In Rio, dine on Pan-Asian cuisine at the Michelin-starred Mee Restaurant, gaze upon thundering Iguaçu Falls and stay at The Belmond Copacabana Palace, home to stars and celebrities.

ULTIMATE ITALY
13 days from $5,650  Departures Apr 8-Oct 7, 2017
Take in authentically Italian scenes, from Vatican City to the Isle of Capri, with local expertise that few can match. Enjoy private early access to the Sistine Chapel, savor a delicious lunch at the Michelin-starred Mamma on Capri, and overnight at the luxurious 16th-century Villa Le Maschere in Tuscany.

LUXURIOUS HAWAIIAN ESCAPE
9 days from $5,375  Departures Feb 12-Nov 12, 2017
Aloha! Discover lush jungle hillsides with cascading waterfalls before delving into the local creative culinary scene. On Oahu, enjoy an exclusive guided tour with a local historian of Iolani Palace, former home of Hawaiian royalty, and on Maui, savor a Celebration Dinner at the acclaimed Humuhumunukunukuapua’ a Restaurant.

For more deals, discounts & vacations, visit AAA.com/Insight

EXCLUSIVE FOR AAA MEMBERS

$150 per person Visa® Gift Card
EARLY PAYMENT DISCOUNT
Save 10% when you book & pay in full by 1/12/17

CLASSIC SOUTH AMERICA
18 meals:
10 breakfasts, 2 lunches, 6 dinners

ULTIMATE ITALY
19 meals:
11 breakfasts, 2 lunches, 6 dinners

LUXURIOUS HAWAIIAN ESCAPE
16 meals:
8 breakfasts, 2 lunches, 6 dinners
EXTRAORDINARY CRUISE ADVENTURES

Holland America Line invites you to experience the pleasures of mid-size cruising with spacious rooms, expansive views and elegant ambiance shared by fewer guests.

ALASKA: ROUNDTRIP VANCOUVER
ms NIEUW AMSTERDAM

7 nights from $799 • just $115 a night • Departures Apr-Sep 2017
Sail roundtrip from Vancouver to Juneau, Skagway and Ketchikan; plus scenic cruise the fabled Inside Passage; Tracy Arm Inlet with the dramatic twin Sawyer Glaciers; and breathtaking Glacier Bay where monumental chunks of ice split off glaciers and thunder into the sea.

ALASKA LAND+SEA JOURNEY: VANCOUVER TO FAIRBANKS
ms NOORDAM

11 nights from $1,649 • just $150 a night • Departures May-Sep 2017
Spend time scenic-cruising Alaska’s Inside Passage and breathtaking Glacier Bay, with stops in colorful towns rich in history. Climb aboard a luxury train and travel deep into Denali National Park to view its spectacular natural wonders.

JEWELS OF THE BALTIC: ROUNDTRIP AMSTERDAM
ms KONINGSDAM

13 nights from $2,299 • just $177 a night • Departs May 21, 2017
Marvel at a treasure trove of art, history and culture on a cruise through Northern Europe. Sail roundtrip from Amsterdam to Copenhagen, Denmark; Warnemunde (Berlin), Germany; Tallinn, Estonia; St. Petersburg, Russia; Helsinki, Finland; Stockholm, Sweden; Kiel (Hamburg), Germany; and Aarhus, Denmark.

AAA VACATIONS® AMENITIES

• $50 per person Beverage Card (max 2 per stateroom)
• Canaletto & Pinnacle Grill dinners (max 2 per stateroom)

800-289-9915  AAA.com/TravelAgent  Visit your AAA Travel branch
WITH AAA MEMBER CHOICE VACATIONS®, THE WORLD IS WITHIN YOUR REACH

True adventures go beyond incredible destinations or inclusive packages. AAA Member Choice Vacations® delivers a sense of possibility across all seven continents.

EXPLORING THE ALPINE COUNTRIES
13 days from $2,749 • Departures Apr-Oct 2017 & Apr 2018
Discover storybook castles and glittering palaces amidst stunning Alpine vistas as you explore Austria, Germany and Switzerland. Begin in Vienna with a visit to Schonbrunn Palace; meet a Passion Play performer in Oberammergau; spend a night in the heart of the Black Forest; and more.

SPAIN’S CLASSICS & PORTUGAL
14 days from $2,919 • Departures Nov 2016, Mar-Nov 2017 & Feb-Apr 2018
In Portugal, explore Lisbon, Europe’s second oldest capital city, the pilgrimage center of Fatima and the medieval walled town of Obidos. In Spain, visit Madrid, Valencia, Barcelona, Granada, Cordoba and Toledo, plus enjoy reserved seating at a flamenco show and a visit to the exotic and expansive Alhambra Palace.

ITALIAN VISTAS
13 days from $2,899 • Departures Nov-Dec 2016, Jan-Dec 2017 & Jan-Apr 2018
Enjoy multiple-night stays in Rome, Florence, Venice, the Sorrento Coast and Stresa in the Lakes District. Walk in the footsteps of the ancient Romans in Pompeii; take a boat to the enchanting Isle of Capri; see the gems of the Renaissance in Florence’s Academy Gallery; and more.

AAA VACATIONS® COMPLIMENTARY INCLUSION
- $50 savings per person
- $50 credit toward a pre-booked optional tour of your choice

EXPLORING THE ALPINE COUNTRIES
17 meals: 11 breakfasts, 6 dinners

SPAIN’S CLASSICS & PORTUGAL
19 meals: 12 breakfasts, 1 lunch, 6 dinners

ITALIAN VISTAS
18 meals: 11 breakfasts, 1 lunch, 6 dinners
EXPLORE EUROPE IN ALL-INCLUSIVE LUXURY WITH UNIWORLD

Everything is included in your European river cruise, from prepaid gratuities to all meals onboard with unlimited beverages to fully-hosted excursions and more.

CASTLES ALONG THE RHINE: BASEL TO AMSTERDAM
RIVER EMPRESS or S.S. ANTOINETTE
8 days from $2,524 ▪ Departures Mar-Nov 2017
Cruise along the Rhine between Germany and France. Discover Alsace with its winemaking tradition; marvel at castles that tower above the water as romantic ruins; and visit the historic and picturesque cities of Kaysersberg and Riquewihr or Colmar, Rudesheim, Cologne and more.

ENCHANTING DANUBE: BUDAPEST TO PASSAU
S.S. MARIA THERESA
8 days from $2,824 ▪ Departures Mar-Nov 2017
Waltz your way along the Danube, sailing from one captivating city to the next. Discover UNESCO World Heritage Sites in stunning Budapest and breathtaking Vienna. Experience delightful Salzburg and the villages of Durnstein and Passau, and stroll through the Old Town of Linz.

JEWELS OF SPAIN, PORTUGAL & THE DOURO RIVER:
LISBON TO MADRID / QUEEN ISABEL
13 days from $5,424 ▪ Departures Apr-Oct 2017

For more deals, discounts & vacations, visit AAA.com/Uniworld

EXCLUSIVE FOR AAA MEMBERS
▪ Save $125 per person on all departures (savings already applied to price listed)

AAA VACATIONS® AMENITIES
▪ Complimentary one-night pre-cruise hotel stay w/ breakfast & transfers on select 2017 departures

For more information, call 800-289-9915 or visit your AAA Travel branch.

800-289-9915  AAA.com/TravelAgent  Visit your AAA Travel branch
HYATT ZIVA CANCUN / ALL-INCLUSIVE
5 nights from $1,438 per person • Dates available throughout 2017
Located in one of the most breathtaking destinations in the world, with spectacular views of the Caribbean Sea, Hyatt Ziva Cancun is a lavish, all-inclusive, all-ages family escape on Mexico’s Yucatan coast. Relax in luxurious suites with balconies and breathtaking ocean views.

MAJESTIC MIRAGE PUNTA CANA / ALL-INCLUSIVE
5 nights from $1,100 per person • Dates available throughout 2017
Opening December 2016, this spectacular, 5-star, all-suite, all-inclusive resort is surrounded by the most breathtaking flora and fauna landscapes. It is an ideal place for Caribbean lovers and first-timers visiting the Punta Cana, promising a sophisticated and luxuriant experience each and every time.

ROYALTON WHITE SANDS MONTEGO BAY / ALL-INCLUSIVE
5 nights from $1,406 per person • Dates available throughout 2017
Experience All-In Luxury™ on your next romantic getaway, family vacation or group adventure. Surrounded by powdery beaches, turquoise waters and lush vistas, this stunning 352-room resort features first-class dining venues, luxurious room amenities, unlimited food and drink, and fantastic all-inclusive services.

AAA VACATIONS® AMENITIES
• $50 Activity Credit (per booking/select activities)
• 1,000 Hyatt Gold Passport® Points per night (Hyatt Ziva only)

BOUNCE-BACK OFFER!
• $50 off future Pleasant Holidays Mexico and Caribbean vacations (per booking)
TULIP TIME CRUISE: ROUNDTRIP FROM AMSTERDAM

AmaCerto or AmaPrima

7 nights from $1,749 • Departures through Apr 27, 2017

Come discover the beauty of the Dutch and Belgian waterways. Admire the tulip carpets in Keukenhof Gardens, then visit Kinderdijk, home to the country’s greatest concentration of windmills. Tour medieval Antwerp and Ghent and explore their unique cultural traditions.

TASTE OF BORDEAUX: ROUNDTRIP FROM BORDEAUX

AmaDolce

7 nights from $2,349 • Departures through Nov 16, 2017

Begin in beautiful Bordeaux, one of the world’s undisputed wine capitals. Sail along the Garonne River with its stately chateaux and abundant vineyards. Call upon charming port cities like Cadillac, Pauillac, Bourg and Libourne while enjoying tastings of distinguished wines.

EUROPE’S RIVERS & CASTLES: NUREMBERG TO LUXEMBOURG (OR REVERSE) / AmaDante

7 nights from $2,349 • Departures thru Oct 26, 2017

Visit Trier, the oldest city in Germany, and cruise the Mosel River Valley with its steep hillsides and endless vineyards. Visit the German villages of Bernkastel and Cochem and experience the picturesque fortresses and castle ruins of the Rhine River Gorge.

EXCLUSIVE FOR AAA MEMBERS

- $300 savings per stateroom
- Welcome gift

AAA VACATIONS® AMENITIES

- Additional $200 savings per stateroom
- $150 Onboard Credit per stateroom

EXCLUSIVE OFFER
Save up to $1,500 on select departures. combinable with AAA Member Benefits and AAA Vacations® Amenities

800-289-9915  AAA.com/TravelAgent  Visit your AAA Travel branch
TAKING YOU PERSONALLY

As your local Irish and Scottish experts, we cannot wait to say “Failte” (Welcome!) to our homelands and introduce you to our local friends on your handcrafted vacation.

BEST OF IRELAND & SCOTLAND (GUIDED)
15 days from $2,835 (price includes EPD) • Departures thru Oct 2017
Pretty pink heather hues and a perfect emerald green landscape define the rugged beauty of Scotland and Ireland. Visit their charismatic capitals of Dublin, Belfast, Glasgow and Edinburgh, trace the history of the Jacobites in the Scottish Highlands, and follow the footsteps of a giant.

DUBLIN & KILLARNEY (LOCALLY HOSTED RAIL)
6 days from $842 • just $141 a day • Departures Year-round
Locally Hosted Rail Vacations are the perfect combination of Irish treats and warm hospitality. Enjoy the independence and excitement of exploring Ireland’s most popular cities, accompanied by the advice of Local Hosts who know the ins and outs of your destination.

IRELAND SELF-DRIVE
You choose the number of days & budget • Departures Year-round
Hit the open road with carefree confidence. Rely on Brendan’s team of local experts to use their connections and knowledge to arrange for the best destinations, negotiate the best savings, hand-select the best accommodations and even handle breakfast each day.

EXCLUSIVE FOR AAA MEMBERS
• Save 10% with Early Payment Discount when you pay in full by 1/12/17
• $80 per person Optional Excursion Voucher on Guided Vacations; up to $40 savings per person and $40 Dining Voucher on Locally Hosted Rail & Private Chauffeur Vacations; up to $40 savings and complimentary GPS with Hertz rental on Self-Drive Vacations

BEST OF IRELAND & SCOTLAND
20 meals:
14 breakfasts & 6 dinners
DUBLIN & KILLARNEY
Includes breakfast daily
IRELAND SELF-DRIVE
Includes breakfast daily
Explore the gems of Northern Europe while creating memories to last a lifetime. See Northern Europe’s midnight sun and the wealth of Russia on glittering display in St. Petersburg. Relax at one of the charming cafes along Copenhagen’s 17th-century waterfront and more.

Explore a multitude of cultural treasures as you set sail on an amazing Mediterranean cruise beginning in classical Rome and ending in dynamic Barcelona. Enjoy stops along the way in Sorrento/Capri, Sicily, Limassol, Cyprus, Rhodes and Gythio, Greece; Valletta, Malta; and Palma de Mallorca, Spain.

Uncover a wealth of cultural treasures on this Mediterranean voyage. Watch craftsmen produce beautiful handicrafts in the center of Malta, enjoy Palermo’s famed Piazza Pretoria, marvel at the sculptures and paintings in Naples’ Castel Nuovo, explore the lovely countryside of Provence and more.
THE BEST WAY TO EXPERIENCE THE MAJESTIC CANADIAN ROCKIES.

Over 65 unique vacation packages and four distinctive rail routes through British Columbia, Alberta and the U.S.

CANADIAN ROCKIES GETAWAY
9 days from $5,206 (GoldLeaf Service)
Departures Apr 24-Oct 9, 2017
Travel deep into the Canadian Rockies roundtrip from Vancouver to Kamloops, Jasper, Lake Louise and Banff. Spend four days onboard Rocky Mountaineer on a captivating rail journey and experience highlights such as the Icefields Parkway Tour, Yoho National Park, Banff Gondola and more.

COASTAL PASSAGE CANADIAN ROCKIES HIGHLIGHTS
8 days from $4,591 (GoldLeaf Service)
Departures May 19-Sep 15, 2017
Embark on a journey of beautiful coastal cities and breathtaking mountain towns. This journey includes time in Seattle, Vancouver, Banff and Lake Louise, plus three days onboard Rocky Mountaineer. Enjoy your choice of four activity options in Vancouver, Yoho National Park, helicopter flightseeing and more.

COASTAL PASSAGE POST-TOUR AND CLASSIC RAIL CIRCLE
10 days from $6,887 (GoldLeaf Service)
Departures May 12-Sep 8, 2017
Journey through the awe-inspiring Canadian Rockies on a spectacular rail adventure beginning in Vancouver and traveling to Whistler, Quesnel, Jasper, Kamloops, Vancouver and Seattle. Spend six days onboard Rocky Mountaineer enjoying unparalleled GoldLeaf Service.

AAA VACATIONS® AMENITIES
- ½-day Seattle sightseeing tour (Coastal Passage packages only)
- Up to $200 per adult onboard merchandise credit
ALASKA: ROUNDTRIP SEATTLE / EMERALD PRINCESS®
7 days from $1,049 • just $150 a day • Departs Jun 25, 2017
Cruise past some of Alaska's most spectacular scenery. Begin and end your adventure in Seattle before visiting the charming towns of Ketchikan, Juneau, Skagway and Victoria, B.C. Thrill to the breathtaking Tracy Arm Fjord and calving twin Sawyer glaciers.

MEDITERRANEAN & ADRIATIC: ATHENS TO BARCELONA
ROYAL PRINCESS®
7 days from $1,549 • Departs Aug 5, 2017
Begin your cruise adventure in Athens where the busy shops and lively tavernas contrast with the many classical ruins. From there, visit Santorini with its white-washed buildings; Kotor, Montenegro, renowned for its nightlife; Sicily; Naples; and Barcelona, home to world-class parks and museums.

BRITISH ISLES (WITH LIVERPOOL): ROUNDTRIP LONDON
CARIBBEAN PRINCESS®
12 days from $2,399 • Departs Jul 24, 2017
See the very best of England, Ireland and Scotland on a journey that begins and ends in London. Visit ports including Guernsey, England; Cork & Dublin, Ireland; Liverpool, England; Belfast, Ireland; Glasgow, Invergordon & Edinburgh, Scotland; and Paris/Normandy, France.

WITH PRINCESS, COME BACK NEW®
Escape to breathtaking ocean views, fresh, local flavors and the chance to see someone you love in awe of the world again.

AAA VACATIONS® AMENITIES
- $50 Onboard Credit per stateroom (Roundtrip Seattle/ Mediterranean & Adriatic only)
- $100 Onboard Credit per stateroom (British Isles only)
- Wine Tasting Experience for 2

800-289-9915  AAA.com/TravelAgent  Visit your AAA Travel branch
General Terms and Conditions: All rates are in U.S. Dollars and are per person, based on double occupancy for select travel dates, are tour and cruise only (unless otherwise noted), include non-discountable amounts, and are subject to change and availability. Rates noted do not include airfare (unless otherwise noted). Travel must be booked through AAA Travel to receive savings and AAA Exclusives. Included AAA Amenities are based on the first two passengers in a shared stateroom. Itinerary and exclusive amenities are capacity-controlled, based on minimum number of passengers traveling together and may be modified, withdrawn or cancelled without prior notice. Cruise lines have the right to impose a fuel surcharge according to the individual cruise line guidelines. AAA Member Benefits are valid for AAA Members only and restrictions may apply. For complete details on member benefits and special offer restrictions along with lists of applicable departures, contact your local AAA Travel Consultant. Any noted promotions are valid for new bookings only made through specified promotion dates; are accurate at time of printing; are subject to exceptions, cancellations and restrictions; and can be withdrawn or substituted without prior notice. Prices, taxes, rules and offers are subject to change without notice. Other restrictions apply. The Auto Club Group is not responsible for errors or omissions in the printing of this advertisement. Visit AAA.com/Terms2 for details. The Auto Club Group is not responsible for errors or omissions made in the printing of this advertisement.

NEVER MISS ANOTHER AAA MEMBER SAVINGS OPPORTUNITY.

Personalize and save with the new AAA Discounts & Rewards.® AAA Member deals now are available on a fun and highly interactive platform - that lets you specify the types of deals you want—including shopping, travel, dining out, banking, health & fitness, electronics and more—based on your interests and preferences. Plus, receive push notifications on the AAA Mobile App for on-the-go deals near you and special offers from your favorite partners.

Visit AAA.com/Save or download the AAA Mobile App to start saving today!

THE 2017 AAA VACATIONS® CATALOG IS NOW AVAILABLE.

To request a complimentary copy, call or visit your AAA Travel Consultant.

For a detailed listing of applicable terms and conditions for our featured vacations in this Nov-Dec 2016 edition, please see your AAA Travel Consultant or visit AAA.com/Terms2.

800-289-9915
AAA.com/TravelAgent
Visit your AAA Travel branch